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The optical impression’s theory is a new way of conceiving our working method. It is mainly 
cybernetics, that is to say intelligently mechanical. It is, of course particularly difficult to define 
intelligence without referring to human behaviour; we will simply say it is at the superior limit and 
that odontological cybernetics appears to be a transposition to machines said to be intelligent with our 
know-how to free our mind from a certain number of practical conceptions. The only method to 
reproduce a tooth or a maxillary with precision (200 to 500 µ at best) is the negative impression with 
more or less elastic materials, the profile being constituted of the patient’s tooth and the negative by 
the impression itself. This method, used for over 300 years, has had no fundamental modifications in 
its object. The principle of the shape capture has always leaned on mouldings by pastes fixing the 
studied volume. Everything that followed was only the outcome led by this first action. The real 
problem, that is to say the actual principle of the method, has been forgotten through the decades. The 
researchers didn’t have to correct the capture of shapes anymore but they had to perfect the impression 
pastes… But this procedure is fundamentally bad: the physical cause for imprecision of the data 
capture is linked to the energy variations of the impression-negative systems. To reduce these energy 
exchanges variations, there is only one method: limit the energy exchanges and particularly the 
internal energy variations. That is the same as keeping the most enthalpy possible of the group 
considered at a fixed value, an impossible action with classical methods. The simpler the system, the 
less it is sensitive to free energy variations and to enthalpy. It is for this simple reason that since 1972 
we have chosen energetic quantum, that is to say the shape capture by wave for our working basis. 
 
HISTORY 
From 1972 to 1976, inside J. DUMAS’ laboratory in LYON and J. THOUVENOT’s in TOURS, the 
optical impression theory has been elaborated as follows: 

- shape of tooth capture with the help of holography (tri dimensional photo by interferometry in 
coherent wave) 

- capture of stump after cutting 
- analogue digital conversion of data 
- manufacturing with a tool digital command tool machine of the sides of the prosthesis thus 

obtained. 
The work was continued by a certain number of researchers particularly in the USA: YOUNG (1977), 
PRYPUTNIEWYCZ (1977) and BURSTON (1978). It was however particularly evident that 
holography was too sophisticated a method for the goal to reach. That is no doubt why JONES (1979), 
HEITLINGER (1979) and BUTCHER (1981) proposed photogrametry. If this technique is very 
satisfying for big objects, it implementation is too expensive and complex for something mouth-sized. 
With this evolution, in 1980 we offer to 
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capture dental shapes by MOIRE type interferometry in coherent or not waves. The greatest difficulty 
consisted to miniaturize a system classically big the t o conceive a treatment interface in closed curve, 
that is to say reconstitute with hollows and bumps and sizes the 3rd dimension. The first prototype was 
done in 1981 when the great basic principles were done in 1982 (occlusion, crown envelope, etc…). 
From this date onwards the odontologists started being interested in our work. 
 
METHOD’S PRINCIPLE 
3 D capture 
Moiré is literally a material with wavy reflections we get from superposing 2 pieces of material. It is 
the microscopic quasiperiodicity of the structure of the materials which give the visible macroscopic 
effect. The principle isn’t new since it has been known for at least a decade and all the laws of this 
principle are described physically and not quantically. 
We can notice a macroscopic structure is obtained by superposing two neutral microscopic structures. 
In a sense, moiré is a sub-division of interferometry. Instead of superposing two waves, we superpose 
two networks and the interface resulting the passing between both networks will create the moiré 
effect: a tiny modification of the phase of one of the two waves produces a macroscopic modification 
of the interference figures. The famous Michelson and Morleye experiment, at the origin of Einstein’s 
Restrained Relativity, has used this great magnification property of the Moiré effect! 
This same interferometry effect enabled Lord Royleigh in 1974 to test the quality of diffraction 
networks by showing that the smallest anomaly in periodicity will be shown by the moirés fringes. 
What we are essentially interested in, in this principle, is the possibility it offers to measure an object 
in 3 dimensions. If we project on any shape (a tooth for example), a regular network, this network will 
apply to the object: we will see an object with a regular network of dark and light lines (fig.1). Now if 
we look at this same object with a second identical weft, the object will offer level curves. The first 
regular microscopic structure which superposes to the second is sort of deformed by the structure we 
want to analyse. 
In topometry, it is necessary to analyse the superposition of both networks, one refers to the straight 
parallel equidistant straight lines projected on the tooth and the other reflected, so deformed by the 
relief to be measured. The “level curves” fringes of the analysed surface are parallel to the focal plans 
of the projector and the camera. 
Without getting into mathematical details which are very complex, we will say: 
F = focal distance of identical objectives projector and camera 
β = characteristic parameter of the mounting proportional to the spacing of the optical axes of both 
machines and inversely proportional to the network’s spacing. 
 
The expression of the height of each level curve is: 
ZN = βF / β-2N, with N has a whole value.  
If we observe on the other hand the precision of such a system, we must know that the OOO profile 
depends on Z with the formula: 
λ = F.b. / z.a, 
With: F is the focal, 
 b is the objective distance between the emission and the reception 
 z is Z 
 a is the weft’s spacing 
 n is the number of fringes describing λ with regards to z and forgetting the difference variation 
between two fringes. 
 
z = (2aD² / bF ) n 
With D is the referential distance of the whole volume which doesn’t consider the inter-fringed space. 
H = 2aD²/ bF (fig 2) 
 
There is no use in giving more mathematical precisions in such a paper but these results call for an 
important remark: if we to a binary counting (black-white-black…), the precision will be a function of 
optics, with their separation and the weft’s spacing. Thus with an optic of  4.5mm focal, a spacing of 
7mm between both optics and a weft’s spacing of 25%, the precision will already be 250µ! 
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Analogue digital conversion 
The most important part of the optical impression theory leans on dimensional stability, that is to say 
the respect of the dimensions we have in a certain way captured by automatic measurement or 
topometry. To that effect we will do an analogue digital conversion with a CCD or a charge transfer 
device. The use of a vidicon tube would be possible but its concavity would create lots of errors. This 
photosensitive and matrix charge transfer device (DTC) transforms light into data. Light conversion 
into electrical charges is due to the creation of minority porters inside the ionisation silicate provoked 
by photo incidents energy. There is a decrease of the global quantity of energy proportional to the 
number of photons hitting the DTC. At this moment, a “capacity” recharges the element to bring it 
back to its initial value. All there is left to do is measure the quantity sent by the “capacity” to know 
the number of photons hitting the DTC. 
When we know that in fact the DTC can contain up to 60.000 elements with that function (or PEL) on 
a surface of 1 cm², we quickly understand the interest of the “DTC or photo MOS”. 
There exists indeed up to 60.000 pel (elementary point) which empty and fill up with energy with a 
frequency of 4 mega Herz! (fig. 4-5) 
We possess an image divided in 60.000 pel, of around 15µ. As the drawing shows it, the precision will 
only be linked to the dimensions of the pel and to its discretisation (fig. 8 to 13). 
The z precision is more complex. If it is about working with a binary system, having a Black-White 
one and counting the lines with a starting reference (D) is enough. The maximum obtained is then 250 
µ (which corresponds to the most optimistic precisions with current current). This precision can be 
tuned finer with what we will call levels of grey. By having for example 4 levels, we have 2 
intermediary zones so about a 100µ precision instead of 250 previously. 
This description is evidently simplified with regards to the reality and getting the z value is subject to 
very strict mathematical rules and complex calculations. The density meter of the image is disturbed 
by the texture of the object but also by capture electronic noises and the z value will never be limited 
to a simple grey measurement. 
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Data processing 
The analogue digital conversion (AID) being done, given the amount of data to treat, it is necessary to 
have an automatic data treatment processing technique. It is what we call data processing. A data 
processing set is composed of one or more processing organs: our camera for the dimensions, a 
keyboard to talk with the computer’s memory and a few pre software or a complete set of programs 
conceived for precise collective aim, a memory, a support for keeping data. It can be mass (great 
capacity), dead (not modifiable) or live (modifiable), a terminal: a graphic screen, said to be intelligent 
and a classic cathodic screen, a printer and the digital command tool machine via certain interfaces. 
The set of this theory appears like a conform computer assisted conception and manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM) (fig. 6-7). 
To operate this set, that is to say for the operations to be executed by the machine, it is necessary for a 
program to be created then to send data to be treated by the program. To communicate with the 
computer program, we most use the same language (an Englishman can’t talk with a Spaniard) so the 
birth of several languages happens such as FORTRAN for example. 
We call software a set of programs relative to the functioning of a set of data processing. Working in 
3D (tooth volume), our software must be able to manage 3D data. The 3D software has a notion of 
material and volume. Their aim is to model complex tri dimensional shapes such as a tooth to apply 
specific calculations to it. It is necessary for us that the software works directly on the object and 
shows us its symbolic presentation like a map. A map forces the creator to think in 3D. It is necessary 
to work on a 3D virtual model which has all the geometrical characteristics of the object. 
This type of software insures the creation of structured simple or complex tri dimensional geometrical 
elements and shapes, that is to say possessing all the geometrical properties of the represented object. 
It also enables the modification, assembly or visualisation of dimensions of each indicated element 
(fig. 14). 
Beyond these simple and complex functions, a production function will emerge from the software. The 
model, thus conceived, will have all the data necessary to its own realisation. This production data will 
be presented under two essential forms: 
- execution plan with the aim of getting precisely the distances, angles or dimensions. 
- instruction given to the digital command machine. This software interface insures the automatic 

transcription of a geometry linked to the software to a geometry labelled ‘APT’… (These labels 
represent a language that the tool machine knows (same problem as with the FORTAN…) for the 
computers. 

 
A digital command machine tool 
Downstream from the set are the digital command machine tools, real mechanical marvels capable of 
executing a piece with a maximum of precision and a minimum time and tool wear. It is an automation 
process enabling the conduction of a mobile mechanical organ to a position determined by an order. 
This position can be obtained by a linear or angular movement depending on the freedom degree of the 
mobile (order delivered in digital, Cartesian or polar coordinates). 
The elementary orders are transmitted to the cervo-command of the power amplifier. At these 
coordinates (∆x, y, z) are added the sporadic data: 

- n° of tool 
- sequence 
- speed of brooch 
- return advance dimension 
- showering dimension 
- end of program 
- choice of metal measurement… 

The coordinates will be translated in a relative manner (M2 – M2 gives ∆x = x2 – x1) rather than in an 
absolute manner. It is useful to remind that a tool machine explore in gusts the received data (up to 
300.000 lines/second).The tool machines we use are of an extremely reasonable size (50cm) and work 
while keeping the precision imposed by the reading (20µ). It is mainly about digital command (the 
transportation of orders is expressed by numbers) drills (characterised by the rotation and movement 
of the tool). For the transportation of numbers in binary, the passage for the current needs to 
correspond to 1 and its absence to 0. The dialog  with the machine is automatic. If a wave is delivered 
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in Cartesian or polar numerical coordinates, the point per point process becomes continue, taking into 
account the precision of the machine. The 7 elementary symbols (N, x, y, z, F, G and M) are 
transmitted directly through the 3D software to the power amplifier o f the machine (fig.21). 
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The state of the surface will essentially depend on the chosen material, the tool and the trajectory. The 
swallowing drilling is preferable to the appearing one in this case. It will still have to be defined upon 
experience. 
 
GLOBAL ASPECT OF THE SYSTEM (fig. 22-23) 
This system is composed of an exo and endo buccal captor which captures the tooth tri dimensionally, 
of an interface associated to a 3D software driven and driving a great capacity unit. This same 
software sends data either to “passive” peripherals such as printers (diagnosis management) or to 
“active” peripherals such as digital command tool machine (prosthesis manufacturing). 
Several cases are to be envisaged at this level, essentially linked to the financial possibilities of the 
practioner. We will summarise them to 3 types of possibilities, themselves dividable: 
 
Global properties of the chain 

- captors 
- software 
- hardware 
- MO/CN 

Common central unit to several practioners 
- captors 
- terminals 
- modem 
- MO/CN 
- software and hardware in common room 

Order’s Council or syndicate 
-  captors 
- terminals 
- modem 
- central unit 
- software 
- MO/CN 

 
There is of course a great number of intermediary and particular cases, variable depending the cases, 
which we are not going to study here for they are very personal. 
However a comment imposes itself: depending on the case, the global cost can be divided by 5. 
 
CR’s conception 
To explain clearly the whole of this theoretical data, we adopt a very simple and classic realisation 
plan: the ‘casted’ crown, which will now be called ‘manufactured’. 
A dental crown is constituted of an interior part or shape corresponding to the stump of the tooth and 
an exterior shape that has to adapt functionally as well as aesthetically to the whole arcade. We are 
going to describe the whole of the elements constituting this state. 
 
Conception of interior shape 
The data transmitted by the captor is the tri dimensional capture of the stump of the tooth (simple case) 
and its immediate environment (adjacent and antagonist). These are the data which enable us to define 
the dimensions of the future crown. 
 
1. The interior shape must adjust perfectly to the stump. It corresponds to the external shape of the 
stump in the mouth, more or less. This more or less is based on: 
- automatic calculation of  remains or counter remains 
- respect of minimum play linked to first ‘pos’ and to cement’s granulometry. 
The most interesting parts of this capture are the capture of the shouldering and of the ‘inferior’ line. 
The latter can be captured in a sulcus of 2.5mm if the incidence angle has a value of 50°. For an angle 
of 50°, it is necessary to have a gingival spreader. 

 
At the practioner’s 

At the practioner’s 
 

 
At the prosthesist’s 
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The modification of the dimensions is done with both a good insertion and respect of the cement joint. 
SO we must elevate the oblique cone to know the line resulting from the group of surface lines. The 
second step consists in spacing this surface so that in each point there is a space superior or equal to x 
+ cst (cst = constant), specific  to granulometry, and that above the biggest perimeter, the points spread 
depending on the spacing (fig.15). 
 
 
2. The exterior shape.  
At the end of the treatment, we possess an envelope defined as a set of plans going through the arch’s 
external and internal curve line, the two contact zones, the occlusion plan and the R1 interior line 
found previously. 
Plans 1 and 2 tangent at the contact points are situated at values x1 and x2 of the center of gravity of 
the surface passing through both contact points. By adjoining a corrective factor ∆x linked to the 
dental mobility, we get an x1 + ∆x and x2 + ∆x distance defining this envelope with regards to both 
plans. Plans 3 and 4 (vestibular and lingual) are considered like the most external plans of the anterior 
and posterior faces of the future prosthesis with a few exceptions (fig. 16). 
Plan 5, defined as occlusion plan, will be described later. It is the object of recent protections 
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and it wouldn’t be justified to go forward into our description. 
We have defined a volume in which a theoretical tooth will have to fit. If we consider the cybertics 
aspect of the theory, there is a substitution to the prosthodontist’s memory of theoretical teeth stock. 
There is a substitution to putting it in the articulator and sculpting it in wax, an adaptation to the 
envelope. So there is a partial homothety of a volume inside another volume (fig. 17). 
 
3. The dimensions 
At this time we admit that the theoretical dimensions are obtained and stocked. The manufacturing 
order is then possible by classical means of transmission. (fig. 18). 
 
EXTENSION OF THIS THEORY 
The extension of this theory embraces the whole dental world. It is for both the manufacturing of 
simple elements and complex ones and also diagnoses. 
 
1. Extension into prosthesis 
The conception and the manufacture of any prosthetic piece are realisable with this method. The 
manufacture of a partial or complete bridge only repeats n times the set of defined elements. A certain 
number of new criteria will appear but they will be as easy to envisage (parallelism…). 
Some, currently hard to appreciate, will be automatic. For example: by injecting the mobility value of 
one or more teeth, the occlusal surface will be modified in value and also in effort orientation on 
mobile teeth. 
For the aesthetic materials, the major problem isn’t linked to the manufacturing but to the material. As 
long as a material is manufacturable, with conventional methods or not, it is applicable to the dental 
art. So, we can consider all the studies of bio compatibility done so far like a very small contribution 
to the study of dental materials. It is difficult for us to apprehend what is happening. However, we 
have the certainty that, very quickly, we will directly manufacture aesthetic materials 
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to abandon the classical metal structure. 
The way to adjoined prosthesis is more complex and we wish to explain it very soon. 
 
2. Odontology 
The realisation of an inlay, a substitute for any metal or not filling, is the choice criteria of the theory. 
To realise an inlay, even with a mortais system, is possible. What is also possible is to do it with any 
material in real time (immediately!). You can see here the different steps of this realisation with 
respect to the know elements (fig. 18). 
 
3. Orthodontics 
The ODF diagnosis leans on both a study of the global shape of the arches, a study of the 
teleradiography and a precise interrogation. 
By taking an optical impression of the maxillaries, dimensions, comparisons and verifications are 
possible at any time. By associating this information to an automatic reading of the radiography 
(possible with the presence of a computer), we can preview a help to the diagnosis particularly 
effective. The manufacturing of adapted and lingual brackets (Dr. Namani) on each tooth will be done 
like the manufacturing of crowns. Very complex systems will be available to the omni-practioner. 
Finally, stocking the information will enable a verification of the working time done by superposing 
several optical captures. 
 
4. Parodontology 
Its great support is the gnathology, the practical application of this gnathology is the articulator. Such a 
system makes this often complex device totally unnecessary but we will get back to this later. The 
study of wear facets and their visualisation will enable the guidance of the hand during a coronoplasty. 
It will finally be possible to go much further into the study of the bone relief but this is another story 
(fig. 20). 
 
5. Management 
It is only a substitute to the whole. The presence of a computer, 16 or 32 bits, will enable a rapid 
information and stocking of facts on both particle and radiographies. 
 
CONCLUSION 
If there are general laws of research, there is still left to know if we agree with their nature. Cartesian 
or not, we are obliged to reject today in the most absolute way the norms of thinking or of thought 
linked to most privileged axes of odontology. The ‘right to reasoning’ is of no interest to us. If it isn’t 
ideal, it is dangerous. What pushes us into innovation is the research of the validity or not of a theory. 
We consider it a theory as it have for object of study the grip of a general scientific phenomenon: 
odontology. Our profession has for object the study and the modification of shapes. We mustn’t forget 
it. To make an act automatic doesn’t mean to dehumanise it, on the contrary. Our mind is freed of 
material and accessory contingencies and will find its true blossoming to execute major functions. We 
hope to contribute to modifying the university’s research axis and to offer to the patient something 
more than a conventional method, constantly rechewed. Amongst the practical advantages, we will 
note: 

- speed of execution (20mn per element maximum, including impression capture and 
placement) 

- precision (20 to 40µ) 
- repeatability (n times) 
- spread of applications 
- etc… 

 
 
 


